Lamellar phases of lyotropic liquid crystals can be swollen by addition of solvent. Such a process, which leads to a strong increase of the mean interlamellar separation /, can be viewed as a phase transition, termed complete unbinding. Starting from the microscopic interaction for a pair of lamellae, we derive an effective model for the multilayer phase. We predict a power-law increase of /, and show that the system exhibits quasi-long-range translational order characterized by an exponent X,,, , which is either universal or, for sufficiently long-range repulsive interactions, depends on molecular details.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the simplest of the large variety1 of different structures found in solutions of amphiphilic molecules is the so-called lamellar phase in which the molecules form roughly parallel layers separated by layers of solvent. Lamellar structures have recently regained the attention of the physicists from both and theoretica14 viewpoints. Experimental studies have been carried out in lyotropic liquid crystals: in binary systems, such as phospholipid bilayers alternating by water5 [ Fig. l(a) ], or in (quasi) ternary solutions where the surfactant films separate two different solvents usually water and [ Fig. Kb) ]. The second class of experiments is more robust since the lamellar structure can be swollen either by adding water or oil: in the latter case unusually large spacings up to 6500 A have been observed.
A recently developed theory6 describing the interactions of two fluctuating membranes predicted the existence of critical unbinding transitions between a state in which the membranes are bound together to a state in which they are completely separated. Here, we address the issue of how this theory can be applied to the case of lyotropic liquid crystals, and to the swelling of lamellar structures.
Toward those ends, we generalize the model of Ref. 6 to a stack of fluctuating membranes (or lamellae), and to constrained systems. The latter notion arises because in the process of swelling the separation between the lamellae is usually determined by the composition of the mixture, a situation different from the case in which the membranes are allowed to equilibrate in excess solvent, so that their mean separation is directly determined by the intermembrane forces.
In Sec. I1 we first consider two lamellae interacting via molecular forces, such as van der Wads attraction and short-range hydration repulsion, in the presence of an external constraint, such as an external pressure. We argue that the process of swelling is equivalent to relaxing this constraint, and can also be viewed as an unbinding transition. However, this new transition, which we call complete unbinding, is quite different from the critical unbinding t r a n~i t i o n .~ While the former is again driven by thermal fluctuations, their effect is much weaker and can be accurately taken into account by introducing an effective entropic (steric) repulsion between the membranes. ' We show that complete unbinding can be described by an effective Gaussian model.
In Sec. I l l we extend these results to the case of a stack of lamellae. The effective Gaussian model leads naturally to the prediction of quasi-long-range order in the lamellar structure. If the interactions are sufficiently short-ranged, the characteristic exponent Xm which describes the decay of correlations of the lamellae does not depend asymptotically on the mean separation /, between the layers and is, in fact, a pure number. These results seem to be consistent with recent experiments in (quasi) ternary solutions, where the quasi-long-range order manifests itself in power-law decay of the scattering i n t e n~i t i e s .~~ Sections I1 and I11 describe the case of electrically neu-
FIG. 1.
A schematic view of the lamellar phases of lyotropic liquid crystals. (a) Binary system. (b) Quasiternary system. In the latter case one can swell the structure either by addition of water or oil. /is the mean spacing between the lamellae, 6 is the thickness of the layers.
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a1987 The American Physical Society tral lamellae. The case of charged layers is taken up in Sec. IV, with emphasis on the interesting situation in which the lamellae interact via long-range, unscreened repulsive forces. Such interactions drastically change the critical properties of complete unbinding, as well as the power-law decay of the scattering peaks. In addition the presence of such long-range interactions can lead to firstorder transitions among two different lamellar structures.
In the concluding section (V), we discuss the relevance of our theory to experiments in lyotropic liquid crystals.
TWO LAMELLAE UNDER CONSTRAINT
The effective interaction between two lamellae resulting from the microscopic forces between the various molecules are complicated and despite many experimental and theoretical studies, ' are not understood thoroughly. We shall therefore concentrate on the generic situation in which the free energy per unit area or the interaction potential between two neighboring lamellae at spacing 1 has a repulsive part VR(I), and an attractive part VAI), which dominates for large
The attractive part is usually due to the van der Waals interaction. lo For large I, one has where W is the Hamaker constant,ll and 6 the typical thickness of the lamellae which is assumed small compared to the mean separation /. If unscreened electrostatiic interactions, resulting from charges on the lamellae are present, one must add a repulsive long-range part to Vo(l) given by12
for sufficiently large I. We postpone this case to the end of the paper.
In many experimental cases, 3~5 the lamellar phase does not coexist with a bulk solvent phase but rather, the lamellar structure is progressively swollen as oil or water is added. This is accounted for by including a pressurelike term in the interaction potential:
The parameter P can be viewed as a Lagrange multiplier if the mean spacing between the lamellae is determined by the total volume fraction of solvent. By increasing the amount of solvent one decreases this external constraint, and thus P+0. Alternatively, P may represent the external osmotic, mechanical, or vapor pressure applied to the lamellar system in equilibrium with a reservoir of solvent. lo The interaction potential V(l) is the free energy per unit area for two planar membranes which are at a constrained distance. Undulations of the membranes give rise where KQ is the rigidity constant, and a high-momentum cutoff A-l/8 is implicitly included. This model cmbodies several simplifying assumptions: it neglects finite-size effects, highly curved configurations of the lamellae, internal degrees of freedom of the layers, etc. In addition it does not account for other forms of aggegation such as micelles or vesicles. From an experimental point of view this could be an oversimplifying assumption, as wz discuss in the end of this paper.
We aim to describe the process of swelling of the lamellae, as has been observed, for instance, by Larche et al. in experiments on extremely dilute lyotropic liquid crystals. Thus we take the potential V(l) in the form (4,) and study the limit P-0.
We have recently shown6 that for two membranes or lamellae under no external constraint, i.e., P =0, a critical unbinding transition can occur between a state in which the lamellae are bound and a state in which they are completely separated. This c:ritical transition is driven by fluctuations. For a pote&d V(1) of the form (1) and (2) (and P =0) the critical unbinding transition takes place in three-dimensional systems at a nonzero value of the Hamaker constant We >0, for 0 < W < We the two membranes are completely unbound even though their molecular interaction has a minimum at a finite distance I. This is an example of unbinding in the strong-fluctuation regime. This regime contains all interaction potentials V(l) such that,6 for large I, with Suppose now that one approaches P =PC =0 with W < Wc, as shown in Fig. 2 . Then, P is the only relevant scaling field. On the other hand, at the critical point ( W, PI = ( Wc ,0) there are two relevant fields: the "pressure" P and the critical-point deviation, W -Wc, of the Hamaker constant. l3 In both cases, the mean sepa:ration the effective ~a m i l t o n i a n~ complete unbinding takes place. In this (P, W ) diagram thi; critical unbinding transition corresponds to the approach of
between lamellae diverges asymptotically for P+0, with a power law characterized by a new exponent $:
as P-0.
For the slightly generalized interface potential we find that Thus, in particular, for q = 1 in the physical, threedimensional case,
The result (8) is derived from a self-consistency argument. l4 We put 1 =i+d), where i is to be determined, and build a field theory for 4 with the potential
The un =u,,(P,/) represent the perturbation theoretic "ver- The scaling form (16) has important consequences. First, it shows that the k 2 term which might be regarded as a surface tension contribution has a prefactor -6n2, which vanishes at the transition. Furthermore, at the transition point, with ell= a, the scaling form (16) implies that for large x, which leads to This shows that there is no anomalous decay of the correlation Function of the two lamellae when the transition point P = 0 is approached. l6 The only effect of the interactions is to change the rigidity coefficient KO to an effective rigidity K. Therefore, we can use an effective Gaussian model to describe the separation of the lamellae. Let us consider the three-dimensional case, where (14) can be written more precisely as Here, co is a numerical constant of order unity. Then the effective Gaussian Hamiltonian for two lamellae is given by where K is the rigidity constant renormalized by the interaction.
So far, we have tacitly assumed that the interaction potential V(/) has only one minimum for P =0. However, one expects that, in the strong fluctuation regime, the fluctuations of the lamellae are so large that they can overcome barriers between two competing minima. This expectation is indeed confirmed by the results of a functional renormalization group c a l~u l a t i o n .~~~' We find that the critical behavior for potentials V(1) with two minima which are separated by a small barrier is governed by the same fixed point as for potentials with only one minimum. Thus, for P =0, and for potentials V(l) in the strong fluctuation regime satisfying (6), a first-order transition can only occur for a sufficiently deep minimum. l8 By continuity, we expect this to be also valid for the approach to complete unbinding, e.g., for P > 0.
In. STACK OF LAMELLAE
Now, we consider a stack of lamellae and describe the interaction of each pair of nearest neighbors within this stack by the Hamiltonian (5). Then we take the continuum limit, and introduce a coarse-grained displacement variable u (x,z) which depends on z in a continuous way. In this way, we obtain the effective Gaussian model with where the scaling relation (14) and is therefore a pure number. In particular, it does ~~~~~ not depend on the mean separation /, when /is large, i.e., on approach to complete unbinding.
In practice, there is a correction to (25) For smectic liquid crystals, it has been shown2' that higher-order anharmonic terms in the gradients of u should be included in (20) . The form of these terms is, in fact, dictated by symmetry. The anharmonic terms have been shown to be important for wavelengths 1 /(qz .-qm) large compared to a crossover length z *.22 In the case considered here, this length scale is given by In lyotropic liquid crystals, the rigidity constant is expected to be kB T ^K^. 100 kB T. Therefore, at room temperatures and for co == 1, Eq. (28) leads to z * > 10~~8'//, which is much larger than the size of the experimentally studied systems. Because of the exponential dependence of z* on c0 and K, the anharmonic effects could easily become important, e.g., for KEO. 1 kB T, or ~~= = 5 .~~ Note, however, that one should be careful in applying the result (28) to the case of lamellar system because of the singular behavior of the elastic constant B and K.
Until now, we have assumed, that the electrostatic interactions do not play any important role, at least in (quasi) ternary lyotropic liquid crystals which are swollen by the addition of oil. If, however, on approach to complete unbinding, the swelling of lamellae is not governed by thermal fluctuations, but rather by an unscreened long-range electrostatic repulsion (31, then Eq. (25) must be modified.
In this case, the approach to the unbound phase as P 4 is described by mean-field theory which leads to -~-p -l '~ and s\\ -P 3 / 8 . This implies effective elastic constants vanishing as B -1 / -P and K -1 //-P 'I2, and therefore the exponent --depends explicitly on the mean lamellar spacing / and vanishes as P 4 .
Furthermore, since mean-field theory is valid here, we conclude that the separation of two lamellae now changes in a discontinuous way if the potential has two competing minima. Hence, in the presence of long-range electrostatic repulsions, it would be easier to find physical systems in which two lamellar phases which differ in their spacing / coexist. More complicated structures could also be possible in which the mean separation /varies within a lamellar phase. For this, one would have to take further neighbor interactions into account in order to determine the structure.
V. CONCLUSIONS
-Let us now return to the generic case without electrostatic interactions (1) and to the results (8) and (10). These expressions can also be obtained in a heuristic; way by assuming that the thermal fluctuations induce the effective steric repulsion between lamellae, as postulated by elfr rich,^ and then using, for instance B =/(d 2~s t / d l indeed, such an approach has been adopted by several authors.317 But note, first, that the steric repulsion alone cannot lead to a finite separation /of the lamellae: one has also to include the molecular potential with its attractive part VAl) of the pressure-like term, PI. Second, it is important to realize that the simple superposition of the molecular potential V(1) and the effective entropic interactions Vst(l) is not correct in general. Indeed, this reasoning is certainly not valid for the critical unbinding transition in three dimens i o n~:~ even to predict the existence of a continuous unbinding transition it is necessary there to carry out a full statistical treatment of the model. One may therefore ask why, in the present case, the simple-minded derivation gives the correct asymptotic behavior. This arises from the fact that for the complete unbinding transition the phase boundary at P =PC =0 cannot be shifted by fluctuations. As a result, one has only two scaling regimes for complete unbinding: a mean-field regime for d > d2 = 3+, and a weak fluctuation regime for d <d2. Both regimes are in principle accessible experimentally: in the presence of electrostatic repulsion (31, one would probe the rneanfield regime, whereas in the absence of such interactions, the weak-fluctuation regime is entered.
For sufficiently weak attraction between the lamellae our theory predicts that the mean separation / can increase without limits when a solvent is added. However, the theoretical description of the swelling of the lamellae presented here does not take into account other forms of aggregation such as micelles, vesicles, hexagonal structures, etc. It also ignores the possible formation of defects. Such structures can have a lower free energy than the lamellar phase. In this case, the swelling of lamellae could still be large, but would eventually be limited, in thermal equilibrium, by the appearance of a new amphiphilic phase. Even then one could still study the approach to complete unbinding along the metastable branch of the lamellar phase if the time scale which governs the decay into new structures is sufficiently large. The results described in this paper also depend crucially on the assumption that the thermal fluctuations of the lamellae are controlled by their curvature energy. Indeed, by analogy with the smectic liquid crystals one can argue on the basis of symmetry arguments19122 that a surface tension-like term is absent in the effective Hamiltonian (21). On the other hand, one expects that, in some cases, a nonzero tension of the lamellae can be induced by the boundary condition^,^^ fast exchange of molecules with other aggegates,24 or other factors.
The presence of a surface tension term, D ( V / )~, in the effective Hamiltonian (5) and (21) would have several interesting consequences: (i) it would introduce additional scales +(kB T / o ) "~ and for the perpendicular and parallel correlations, respectively; (ii) for i<<ki, the steric entropic repulsion would still be given by Eq. (30), but for i>>k1, it would be replaced by a Gaussian tail;25 (iii) the scattering intensity would exhibit Bragg peaks since the Debye-Waller factor would no longer vanish. 26 In conclusion, we have shown that in some situations the swelling of lamellar liquid crystals can be considered as a new phase transition termed complete unbinding. The quantitative predictions of our model, such as the behavior of the mean separation between lamellae 7 or the existence of quasi-long-range order characterized by the exponent Xm can be checked experimentally.
Note added in proof. Recent experiments by D. Roux and C . Safinya 
